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GRAMMAR

It contains a wide variety of supplementary
exercises for intermediate and advanced
english learners
an

er k

h g/6wne dzia/y gramatyki
English Gram mar 50: 50 - Part 2 jest zestawem ewiczen obejmujqcyc
ich, od poziomu

lub szko/ach sredn
angielskiej. Pozycja ta moze bye wykorzystywana w gimnazjach
eleme ntary do intermediate.
go zagadnienia grama tyczne go
Cwiczenia zosta/y podzielone na dwa zbiory, w kt6rych do kazde
i~tych (test'Wielokrotnego wyboru,
przygotowano 50 przyk/ad6w. Majq one chara kter ewiczen zamkn
zdania na j~zyk angielski). Autorzy,
podawanie poprawnej formy czasownika, t1umaczenie cz~sci
zyli potrzeb~ opracowania takiego
kt6rzy pracu jq czynnie jako nauczyciele w szkole sredniej, zauwa
uz:ycia danej konstrukcji gramatycznej
zbioru ewiczen, kt6ry zawiera/by odpowiedniq liczb~ przyk/ad6w
ka moze bye wykorzystywana zar6w no
bez potrzeby odnoszenia si~ do wielu innych opracowan. Ksia"z
klucz z odpowiedziami). Autorzy majq
przez nauczyciela, jak i ucznia w pracy indywidualnej (zawiera
waniu i testowaniu zagadnien gramatycznych.
nadziej~, ze pozycja ta b~dzie pomo cna w opano
Marta Kowalik-Alherwy
Maciej K~dzior
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FIRST CONDITIONAL

I. Supply the correct verb fmm.
1.

You (have)

to work very hard if you want to pass your English exam.

2.

You will be tired tomorrow if you (not to go)

3.

I will see you at the cinema if you (have)

4.

If you sell more than you did last year you (be)

5.

If he (find)

6.

If he (not accept)

7.

If you (give)

8.

If sales (not improve)

to bed soon.
the time.
soon on your way.
a good job, he will pay all his bills.
our offer, we will have to withdraw.
me a 10% discount, I'll buy two.
soon, we will have to layoff

some workers.

9.

If the report (not be)

on my desk tomClITOW morning, you will be

in big trouble.
10.

If I see you standing around the coffee machine talking again, you (not get)

....................................... a nse.
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I l.

If you (not do)

anything really bad, your job here will be

quite safe.

12.

If you take my advice, you (not have)

13.

I'm sure that if I talk to him sweetly enough he (hold)

problems any more.
on and not

look elsewhere.
14.

So if! don't hear from you, I (assume)

15.

I'll only call you if I think there (be)

16.

I (be)

17.

If the plan (succeed)

18.

If he (not get)

19.

I (bring)

20.

If I read this manual, I (not make)

21.

If share prices (drop)

22.

If he (come)

before ten, we will meet him at the station.

23.

If you (eat)

an apple every day, you'll be very healthy.

24.

If we (not protect)

25.

She (look)
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everything is fine.
_

a problem.
very pleased if you make it.
you will make a profit.
a big order he will go bankrupt.

my laptop if we have to look at the documents.
any mistakes.
, we will lose our money.

the elephant, it will become extinct.
completely different if she cuts her hair.
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FIRST CONDITIONAL
26.

You will pay a higher insurance if you (buy)

27.

You (be able) .

28.

YOll

will get heart disease

a.

29.

a sports car.

if you (eat)
too much meat.

.

If you (not put)

so much sugar in your coffee, you won't put on so

much weight.
30.

If a deer (get)

31.

If you shop at large discount stores, you (hurt)

into your garden, it will eat all your plants.
the small

local merchants.
32.

If he (continue)

33.

If little Chris (play)

34.

If the cook (not care)

35.

If they (not get)

36.

If the children (not brush)

to work hard, he'll be the class valedictorian.
in the mud, he will get dirty.
for the dinner, she will burn it.
up early, they won't go jogging.
their teeth, they will have a lot of
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cavities.

37.

He will have sore eyes if he (spend)

too much time working on

the computer.
38.

If he (not use)

39.

If he (not write)

40.

If the pharmacy (order)

41.

If the doctor (come)

42.

If Tom gets back earlier he (tell)

43.

They will cure that illness if the government (provide)

light colours, his picture will be too dark.
a letter to Santa Claus, he won't get a present.
a lot of medicines, it will bring more customers.
late he will open the surgery.
you about it.
them

with the money.
44.

If I (be)

45.

He will see the animals in the zoo if they (go)

46.

They (not be able)

right, they won't be able to pay all their bills.
there.
to climb the mountain if they don't

have any ropes.
47.

She (have to)

48.

You won't be able to use the camera if you (not have)

49.

Tom and Mary (not start)

50.

You (not catch)
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drive on the left if she is in Britain.
the right plug.

work if they don't have the contract.
any fish if you don't take a fishing rod.
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SECOND CONDITIONAL

I. Supply the correct verb form.
I.

I wouldn't be so keen on employing him if I (not think)

he was

the best person for the job.
it very much if they gave the job to Mark.

2.

I (not like)

3.

I wouldn't get so angry with you if you (get)

more work done.

4.

You would speak better English if you (read)

more in English.

5.

You'd get more work done if you (plan)

6.

You (be)

7.

He (not be)

8.

He wouldn't be so self-confident if he (know)

9.

If! (come)

your day better.
smarter if you graduated from university.
so serious if you went to parties more often.
the truth.
into a fortune, I _would give up working.

10.

If I knew how it worked I (tell)

11.

If we (catch)

12.

What

you what to do.
the 10 o'clock train, we would get there on time.
if you found $ lOO 000 in a bag in

(you, do)
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the street?

13.

What would you do if you (hear)

that someone you worked

with had an alcohol problem?
14.

What would you do if you (hit)

a parked car in a car park?

15.

If John were here he (catch)

16.

It would be nice if the rain (stop)

17.

I would sing you a song if I (have)

18.

If I had a better sleeping bag, I (not feel)

19.

If the tent (be) .. _. _

20.

I (look)

21.

If! (not be) _

22.

If he were a young man, he (be able)

23.

We (be) . __

24.

If smoking were allowed I (have)

a cigarette.

25.

If there were no mosquitoes, there (be)

no malaria.

26.

If her hair were black, she (look)

27.

If I (have)

_

some fish for supper.
.
my guitar.

__

so cold.

any smaller, one of us would have to sleep outside.
out for snacks if 1 were you.
so hungry I would share my sandwich with you.
_

to walk faster.

on the beach if we were in Mexico.

completely different.
a penny for every can of soda I've drunk in my life, I

would be rich!
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SECOND CONDITIONAL

28.

He's so stupid! Jfhe were an animal, he (be)
..................................... a sheep!

29.

We don't mind camping, but if we had enough money, we (stay)

..

in a hotel.
30.

We would leam

31.

If my brother (be)

a foot taller, he would be a great basketball player.

32.

If she (climb)

that tall tree in the front yard, she would fall down.

33.

If I had enough money I (get)

0

lot from dolphins if they (talk)

.

my brother's guitar out of

the pawnshop.
34.

If loan cooked lasagna for her fiance, he (get)

sick and not marry her.

35.

If I were any good at algebra, I (help)

36.

If we were more organized, we (be able)

37.

If you won the lottery,

38.

If! lived in Canada, I (speak)

39.

If the dress were cheaper, I (buy)

40.

If you (not live)

41.

If he (use)

42.

They wouldn't deny committing the crime if the investigator (be)

43.

If he were asked to drive the car he (not refuse)

44.

If they locked the door properly nobody (break into)

45.

If she only lived on walnuts and water she (have)

46.

Ifhe didn't waste so much time he (go)

47.

They would celebrate their anniversary in Tibet if they (can)

48.

The player would score more goals if the other players (pass)

you.
to finish the project on time.
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(you, buy)

a new house?

English fluently.

it.
so far away, I would visit you more often.

a mobile phone in a lesson he would be expelled from school.
smarter.
.
their house.
anorexia.
to university.
afford it.
.

the ball to him.
49.

If they knew the number of presents everybody (want)

50.

If the participants (meet)
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one.

at the entrance they would know each other.
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THIRD CONDITIONAL

I. Supply the correct verb form.
I.

I'd have told you the news sooner if I (see)

you.

2.

I (help)

you if you'd told me there was a problem.

3.

I (buy)

the bigger model if I'd been able to afford it.

4.

I (never, believe)

5.

I wouldn't have met up with Tom if I (stay)

6.

If he hadn't fallen asleep while driving he (not crash)

7.

If we (have)

8.

I wouldn't have lost my job if I (not be)

9.

If the wind hadn't been so strong, the bridge (not collapse)

it was possible if I didn't seen it with my own eyes.
at home.
his car.

enough money we would have gone to the concert.
late for work.

10.

I would have phoned Sally if I (not forget)

11.

If you had come earlier, you (see)

.
her phone number.
the famous actor.

"
12.

If my alarm-clock (ring)

/:

..
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...................... .... I would have been on time.

13.

If I had seen Mary, I (tell)

her

14.

If Tara had been free yesterday, I (invite)

her.

15.

If they (not pass)

16.

If it (rain)

17.

If the weather (be)

18.

If you (not call)

19.

If I had known about the party, I (come)

20.

If he (receive)

21.

If she (feel)

22.

If it hadn't rained yesterday, we (go)

23.

If we had gone on a trip last Sunday, we (get)

24.

If you (listen)

to me, you wouldn't have maITied him.

25.

We (not lose)

that customer if you had done your job right.

26.

If the customer hadn't called to complain, we (never, find)

their exam, theirteacher would have been sad.
yesterday, would you have stayed at home?
miserable, what would you have done?
I wouldn't have known about the meeting.
..
an invitation, he would have joined us.
better, she would have gone to work.
on a picnic.
wet.

out about

the problem.
27.

You would have done it if you (try)

28.

If they (not meet)
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..

the kind stranger they wouldn't have found the way in fog.
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THIRD CONDITIONAL
29.

He (not be)

so surprised if he had been to the last meeting.

30.

She would have wanted the souvenir if they (show)

31.

They (not come)

32.

The goalkeeper would have defended the penalty kick if he (move)

it to her.

to the meeting if they had been i.oformed about.
.

to the right at once.
33.

If I (buy)

some fresh food I wouldn't have had canned food

for breakfast.
34.

The children wouldn't have burnt themselves if they (not leave)

.

alone at home.
35.

The builders (build)

the road if they had had enough tools.

36.

The author would have written the essay if he (not fall)

37.

The soldiers would have attacked the enemies if they (hear)

seriously ill.
.

the order to do it.
38.

The man wouldn't have survived on the desert island if the natives (not help)
............................... him.

39.

The car engine would have worked if the mechanic (see)

40.

I would have opened the can if! (buy)

41.

If the weather (be)

42.

He would have taken the job if he (find)

43.

If the criminal (not commit)

to it.
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a tin opener.

finer swallows would have come to the country.
his offer acceptable.

.

the crime he wouldn't have been sent to prison.

44.

If they journalists (ask)

45.

If the cars (not get stuck)

him for permission he would have agreed.
in the traffic jam we wouldn't

have missed our train
46.

If the concert (last)

for the next two hours we wouldn't have stood it.

47.

They would have closed the door if they (know)

48.

If man had cared forthe animals many species (not extinct)

49.

If Peter (find)

SO.

They would have saved more money if they (not buy)

that they were to do it.
.

the wallet he would have told you about.
the expensive

limousine.
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MIXED CONDITIONALS

I. Supply the correct verb form.
I.

If John (not leave)

2.

She wouldn't help anyone if they (be)

3.

If the trip hadn't been so expensive, I (make)

4.

Your dog (not be)

5.

If I had known you were sleeping, I (not wake)

6.

I would have followed the film if I (have)

7.

If the weather is fine tomorrow, we (be able)

8.

If you (call)

9.

She would worry if I (tell)

10.

now, he will miss his train.
~

in trouble.
a reservation.

so fat if you didn't feed it so often.
you up.
my glasses with me.
to go to the beach.
me any time, I will help you.
her the truth.

If he had been more careful, he (not have to pay)

,

.

the speeding ticket.
11.

He would have gone to work last week if he (not be)

12.

They would make up a lie if they thought it (help)

ill.
me out.
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13.

If I (have to)

14.

He will be really disappointed if you (not tell)

15.

If! (tell)

16.

I will invite you for a drink if! (pass)

17.

I wouldn't have prepared a stuffed turkey if! (know)

make a speech, I would be pretty nervous.

him the truth.

you a secret, would you keep quiet about it?
my English exam.
you were

a vegetarian.

18.

In our family, if someone needs help, we (be)

there for one another.

19.

If you (have)

the money, would you have lent it to me?

20.

If there (not be)

enough food for all the guests, we will get

some Chinese take-away.
21.

I would lend you my scooter if you (promise)

22.

If no-one (call)

23.

I would tell you if! (know)

24.

What

25.

If you had studied more, you (not fail)

that exam.

26.

I will give you the money if you (pay back)

next week.

27.

If he (not step)

28.

If you cool the liquid to 32 degrees, it (freeze)
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to be careful.
by next week, I will sell the stereo to you.

(you, do)

the answer.
if she refuses to go out with you?

on the mine, it wouldn't have exploded.
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MIXED CONDITIONALS
29.

If it rains, the match (be)

cancelled.

30.

If I (know)

31.

If you hadn't ignored my advice, you (not get)

32.

If he (have)

33.

If I had gone for a walk this morning, I (see)

34.

If the movie lasts longer than three hours, I'm sure I (not be able)

philosophy, I would answer your question.
_

into trouble.

time, I will call my parents.
that fallen tree.
.

........................................ to sit through it.
35.

If people (have)

common sense, they wouldn't drive with cell phones

with one hand.
36.

If he knew how, he (help)

37.

If I (have)

38.

If I (be)

39.

The police (not break)

me with my Calculus.
$1,000, I could afford to pay for the car repair bill.
you, I would call my friend and apologize.
into the warehouse, if there hadn't been

any gun shots.
40.

You (be)

4l.

If they (not send)

healthier if you ate less junk food.
those letters Peter wouldn't have known the right
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address.

42.

If you ask the policeman for advice he (tell)

43.

If he (wear)

you the way to the station.

a helmet

he wouldn't have hurt his head.

44.

If they (work)

45.

If I (be)

46.

She (dance)

at the party If she had been asked to.

47.

If you (heat)

a metal ball, it gets bigger.

48.

They would have fed the dog if it (not bark)

49.

If! found a wallet in the street I (return)

50.

If the children had had a Christmas tree they (dance)
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in a bank he would be in credit easier.
offered a loan I would accept it
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around it.
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REPORTED SPEECH: STATEMENTS

1. Rewrite the sentences, changing the direct speech into reported speech.

1.

Mary: "I will play cards the day after
tomorrow. "

Mary infonned me

2.

..

Sophie: "I went to bed early last night".
Sophie said

3.

.

"You have to change this sentence into reported speech" - the teacher said to Jenny.
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The teacher told

4.

.

Lama to the immigration officer: "This is my first visit to England."
Lama told the immigration

5.

.

Arthur: "I hope to have time for reading next week."
Arthur said

6.

.

"You are the most beautiful girl I have ever seen" - he told me.
He told me

7.

.

Nick: "I'm going to visit my parents next month."
Nick declared that

8.

00

•

__ .

Lilly: "My parents are fine and I really get on with them."
Lilly told me

10.

__

Linda and Terry: "We can't come to the party next Saturday."
Linda and Terry said

9.

••

__

.

Gloria: "I am sorry but I can't come to your birthday party because I'm going away
for the weekend."
Gloria explained to me that
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REPORTED SPEECH: STATEMENTS
11.

Mark: "My friend Gary has found a new job in the music business."
Mark said

12.

.

Iudy: "I have already written this paragraph four times."

•

Iudy complained that
13.

.

Freddy: "I cannot continue to depend on my wife."
Freddy was sorry that

14.

.

Peter: "I will not stop until this factory is shut down."
Peter announced that

15.

.

Ionathan: "I don't think so."
Ionathan said

16.

.

Her boyfriend told her: "You have bought yourself a lovely new dress."
Her boyfriend told her

17.

.

Muriel: "All I see is powder."
Muriel told us

18.

.

The postman: "I think it is from America."
The postman said

.
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19.

My friends: "We want to leave at once."
My friends told me

20.

.

Paul: "I don't like my new flat."
Paul said

21.

.

My father to Ben: ''I'm sure [saw you here last week."
My father told Ben

22.

_

_

.

Betty: "If I knew the answer, I would tell you."
Betty assured me that

23.

.

Tomorrow at five o'clock I'll be sitting on the train to Glasgow - he said.
He told her

24.

.

Mr Iones to us: "[ will teach you how to do research on the Web."
Mr Iones informed us

25.

.

My brother: "I don't forget things that I like."
My brother said

26.

.

Miss Claymore: "One month ago I warned you to study for that test."
Miss Claymore reminded us
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27.

"If you give me some money, I'll help you" - said the man.
The man said to Betty that

28.

.

Dave: "I was outside the classroom during break but I saw a group of IllY colleagues inside
the room."
Dave said

29.

.

Patricia: "I'm sorry I haven't told anyone the truth until now.'
Patricia cried

30.

Mrs Wilson:"

0

.
one has ever spoken to me like this before."

Mrs Wilson announced
31.

.

Little Johnny to the neighbour: "I'm not proud of what I have done."
Little Johnny admitted

32.

.

Mrs Mitchell: "I am fond of music and I don't mind Morris dancing."
Mrs Mitchell told me

33.

.

"Our selling figures are dropping rapidly!" - said the company manager.
The company manager shouted that

.
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34.

The secretary: "I can't find these documents but I'm sure they are somewhere here."
The secretary explained

35.

.

Garry: "My parents have been married for twenty-seven years and it's their wedding
anniversary today."
Garry told us

36.

.

Martha: "Alison had worked for this firm long before I came here."
__

Martha agreed that
37.

__ .

"We must phone Kate" - said Mark.
Mark said

38.

"It's still early and you don't have to drive so fast" - Becky told me.
Becky told me

39.

.

__

.

"If you hope for promotion, you'll have to be much more active than now" - the boss said

to Jake.
The boss explained Jake that
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REPORTED SPEECH: STATEMENTS
40.

"[ can't believe he's leaving me like this" - cried Sally.
Sally cried that

41.

.

"If you don't take any exercises, you won't be healthy" - the doctor to.me.
The doctor warned me

42.

.

''I'm afraid it's going to rain" - said Dolly.
Dolly told me

43.

.

Philip in his letter: "My hotel room here isn't very nice and I'll have to look for a better one."
Phi lip wrote me that

44.

.

The teacher to me: "You've failed. There are too many mistakes in your composition."
The teacher informed me

45.

.

"The girls that [ work with gave me a huge teddy-bear for my birthday" - Ann said.
Ann said

46.

.

"The clock that [bought here yesterday, doesn't work" - said the woman.
The woman complained that
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47.

"They're playing a lot of music that 1 don't like" - said the girl.
The girl said

48.

.

The girl to the dressmaker: "You will have to shorten this dress for me."
The girl told the

50.

.

"I need to be at work early this morning that's why I'm in a hurry" - said Donald.
Donald explained
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.

"We've been waiting for Julie for two hours and she hasn't come" - they told us.
They complained that

49.

.

.
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REPORTED SPEECH: IF-QUESTIONS

I. Change Direct Speech into Reported Speech.
I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

He asked,' Do you live in the country, Peter?'
He

.

They inquired, , Did you see the weird yesterday?'
They

.

She wanted to know,' Will we get there on time, John?'
She

..

The policeman wondered,' Don't you know the traffic regulations?'
The policeman

..

The commander asked,' Do our troops have enough ammunition?'
The commander asked
"

.

The babysitter inquired,' Will 1 have lo feed the baby every two hours?'
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7.

The head teacher wondered,' Did the students like the play yesterday?'
The head teacher

8.

The coach wanted to know,' Can you do your best, boys?'
The coach

9.

He asked,' Are you going to start work tomorrow?'
He
.

.

10.

They inquired,' Have they been to America?

11.

She wanted to know,' Is he staying with his family now?'
She

..

Tom asked,' Would you like a cup of tea, Mary?'
Tom

.

12.

13.

©WIR

The journalist inquired,' Have you seen the accident, Ken?'
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14.

15.

The residents asked,' Are you going to have our roads repaired, mayor?'
The residents

.

The little boy wondered,' Will I be able to do this exercise?'
The li ttle boy

.

16.

The watchmaker asked,' Did you buy this Swiss watch at my place?'

17.

Chris wanted to know,' Have we bought enough food for the party?'
Chris

.

They asked,' Were you really being followed by the police?'
They asked

.

The instructor wanted to know,' Have you ever worked with groups from abroad?
The instructor
,

..

The teacher asked,' Will you agree to help the students who fell behind?
The teacher
,
,

..

The actor asked,' Will the knights be fighting at this time tomorrow?
The actor

..

The ticket inspector asked," Do you have the tickets, boys?'
The ticket inspector
,

..

18.

19.

20.
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21.

22.

23.
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They inquired,' Will they have read the book by next month?
They
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REPORTED SPEECH: IF-QUESTIONS
24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

She wanted to know,' Were you informed about the meeting yesterday?'
She
_

.

He asked,' Would you mind me smoking in here?'
He asked

.

The assistant asked,' Are you looking for something?'
The assistant

.

The pilot asked,' Have you prepared the runway for our flight?'
The pilot

.

They wanted to know,' Does the engineer come before breakfast?'
They
_

.

Sarah asked,' Do I have to sweep the floor after work?'
Sarah

..

He wondered,' Has the manager been told about your absence?'
He

.
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.
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The broker asked,' Are we going to sell the shares?'
The broker asked

.

They wanted to know,' Will we go for a walk if the weather is fine, Mum?'
They
_

.

He asked,' Do you know what we should do now?'
He

..

They asked,' Shall we make the reservations?'
They

.

The doctor asked,' Have you had the symptoms for a long time?'
The doctor

.

The dentist wanted to know,' What's the matter?'
The dentist

..

The petrol station attendant asked,' Would you like unleaded petrol, sir?'
The attendant

..
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38.

39.

40.

41.

The air hostess asked,' Could you fasten your seat belts?'
The air hostess

.

The lorry driver asked,' Am I to get back by seven o'clock?'
The driver

.

The workers wanted to know,' Have we been made redundant?'
The workers

.

Mum wondered,' Were you at Tom's after school, sonny?'
Mum

42.

.

Daddy wanted to know,' Are you going to be a lawyer, Kevin?'
Daddy

43.

.

The secretary asked,' Do I have to retype the letter, Mr Brown?'
The secretary

44.

.

My friend asked,' Is everything all right, Mike?'
My friend

.
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45.

46.

47.

48.

They wondered,' Is the kettle boiling now?'
They

..

He asked,' Has she been able to swim since 1990?,
He

.

She wanted to know,' Have you been waiting long?'
She

..

The window-cleaner asked,' Did I cleaned it well?'
The window-cleaner

49.

50.

©WIR

.

They asked,' Were you investigating the pickpocket by yourself?'
They

.

He asked,' Aren't you going to make a career in the tourist business?'
He

.
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REPORTED SPEECH: WH-QUESTIONS

1. Change Direct Speech into Reported Speech.
t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

He asked,' Where have you been, Tom?'
He

.

The teacher asked,' Who discovered America?'
The teacher asked

.

Son asked Daddy,' Where is tea grown?'
Son

..

The employer inquired,' Why did you neglect your duties?
The employer

.

The referee asked,' How many players are you going to substilute?'
The referee

.

He asked,' What would you do if you were a celebrity?'
He

..

She wondered,' What rise can Texpect?'
She

..

The captain asked,' When will we get to the shore, guide?'
The captain

.
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7.

8.

9.

10.

It.

12.

13.
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They inquired,' Where's the nearest post office?'
They
.
My neighbour asked,' Where does Sarah live?'
My neighbour

.

The gardener inquired,' Why didn't you buy a new rake, sir?'
The gardener

..

The traffic warden asked,' How long will you park here, sir?'
The warden

..

They wanted to know,' Who's that woman ?'
They

.
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14.

The zoo keeper asked,' How much food did the lions eat last week?
The zoo keeper

.

15.

She inquired,' How long have you been back?'
She .................................................................................................•

16.

He asked,' Where were you yesterday, Mark?'
He

.

The manager wondered,' What time do you usually start your shift?'
The manager

.

The pupil asked,' What time will there be the break?
The pupil asked

.

The chainnan inquired,' Could you stop disturbing me?
The chairman

..

17.

18.

19.
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20.

The tennis player asked, ' Was that my fault?'
The tennis player
.

21.

The rock star asked,' Would you sing the song with me?'
The rock star.. . ...... .. . ... .. .. ...... .. . ..... .. . .. .

.

They inquired,' How much does it cost?
They

.

He wanted to know,' How long has Peter had his sports car?'
He

.

She asked,' Where are they going now?'
She

.

The teacher asked,' Have you done your homework, kids?'
The teacher

.

22.

23.

24.

25.

©WIR
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26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

The coach asked, 'What is he doing now?'
The coach

.

The teacher asked,' When will the concert start?'
The teacher

.

The teacher asked, ' Who were they travelling with yesterday?'
The teacher

.

He inquired,' What did they find in the room last week?'
They

.

She wanted to know,' Where will you be having a rest the day after tomorrow?'

.

S~

31.

32.

The helper asked,' What time are we going to finish it tomorrow?'
The helper

.

The employees inquired,' What kind of job did you give
The employees

.

US

last week?'
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33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.
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The author asked,' How many questions do you have?'
The author

.

The people asked,' Where would he go if he had the money?'
The people

.

He wanted to know,' How long has he been working in the same place?'
He

..

They asked,' Who did Mark hitchhike with last summer?'
They

.

He asked,' Why are you looking so sad today, Joan?'
He

.

The policeman inquired,' How long have you been driving that fast?'
The policeman

.

The hired workers asked,' When will we be paid, sir?'
The hired workers

.
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40.

The seller wanted to know,' How do you want to pay, sir?'
The
seller.

41.

:':

The customer asked,' How high interests will we have to pay?'
The customer

42.

,

,

,

"

,

",

,

.

.

The editor asked the staff,' What time will our guest arrive today?'
The editor

45.

.

He inquired,' Which things have they chosen?'
He

44.

"

The fireman asked,' When is the fire engine going to be ready for action?'
The fireman

43.

.

.

The player wondered,' How many goals can we score this week?'
The player

,

.
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46.

The jeweller wanted to know,' What time did you lock the shop, Peter?"
The jeweller

47.

.

Brother asked sister,' Who are you going out with, Jane?'
Brother

48.

.

They wanted to know,' Why weren't we allowed to park here last month?'
They

49.

.

He asked,' How often does she make apple pie?'
He

50.
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.

The kids asked,' When is uncle coming round?'
The kids
.
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REPORTED SPEECH: REQUESTS, ORDER
1. Rewrite the sentences, changing the direct speech into reported speech.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Don't try to read my letters - said Elisabeth to her brother.
Elisabeth told her brother

.

Please, water my plants regularly while I'm away - Cindy said to her neighbour.
Cindy asked her neighbour

.

Drive carefully - the policeman said to Chris.
The policeman ordered

.

Don't touch the an works - said the teacher to the children.
The teacher warned

.

Give me some more information - Adam said to me.
Adam told

.
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6.

"Get out of the car" - said the policeman to him.
The policeman ordered him

7.

Pick out the topic or select one by yourselves -the professor told the students.
The professor

..

Don't give Anne any bananas because she hates them - Mrs Grand to the babysitter.
Mrs Grand instructed the

.

Open the window, please - she said to me.
She asked

.

Don't remove this flower - the old lady told her grandson.
The old lady told

.

Speak up, please, we can't hear you properly - the pupils to the teacher.
The pupils asked

.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

The doctor said to me: "Stop smoking!"
The doctor told

.

"Could you please be quiet" - she said.
She asked us

.

The man with the gun said to us: "Don't move".
The man with the gun warned

.

"Don't pretend that you know the answer" - he said to us.
He told

.

"Keep your room clean, young man" - said the landlady.
The landlady told

.

Margaret: "Barbara, don't tell Steve anything about me."
Margaret asked

..

The general: "Colonel Higgs, take 50 men with you and check the village."
The general ordered

..
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Mrs Waiter: "Brian, don't smoke in my new Jaguar car, please."
Mrs WaIter requested

Mary said to me: "And please, don't forget to bring back my books."
Mary asked

.

..

"Don't pay attention at me" - he told us with a smile.
He advised
"Please, help my daughter with English and I'll be very grateful to you"Mrs Robinson said to Sara.
Mrs Robinson asked

.

.

"Finish playing this stupid game immediately" - mother said to Billy.
Mother told

.

"Don't be late or you'll be fired" - the boss said to Miliam.
The boss warned

.

"Go and see the doctor because you don't look well" - John said to his wife.
John advised

.
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26.

27.

28.

29.

"Please, please don't leave me alone" - she cried.
She begged

.

"Be careful, don't drink water from this old well" - the guide warned us.
The guide warned us

.

"Darling, don't forget to set the clocks one hour ahead, there's a time change
tomorrow" - Julia told her husband.
Julia reminded

.

"Fry the meat carefully and then serve it with some sauce" - Josephine told me.
Josephine advised

.

30.

"Don't cry honey, I'll help you to find your mummy" - a shop assistant to the little girl.
A shop assistant told the little girl
and she promised that

31.

"Gi ve me the money or I'll tell your secret" - the blackmailer told Suzie.
The blackmailer threatened

.
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32.

33.

34.

"Stay home for the next three days and take your medicine" - the doctor ordered me.
The doctor ordered me

.

"Please, wait for me here till I return" - he said to us.
He requested

.

"Hurry up - the lord said to his servant - do not waste my time".
The lord commanded

.

35.

"Don't overuse my patience and do your job properly" - the king said to his ministers.
The king warned
.

36.

"Don't start without me even if I'm a bit late" - she asked us.
She asked us

.

37.

"Please, please drive carefully, the roads are so slippery today" - mother said to Jimmy.
Mother begged Jimmy
.

38.

"Don't forget to pay the rent tomorrow" - Gary said to Freddie.
Gary reminded
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39.

40.

"Have your lunch and don't open the door for anybody" - mother asked Andrew.
Mother asked Andrew

.

"Don't sell this bike yet, the children are still using it" - Grace told her husband.
Grace told her husband

..

n. Rewrite the following sentences, changing the reported speech into
direct speech.

I.
2.
3.
4.

My sister warned me not to leave the balcony open as there were burglars in the area.
My sister told me: "
"
The hairdresser advised me to use another shampoo for my hair.
The hairdresser said: "
"
Parker encouraged me to talk to my boss more firmly.
"
Parker told me: "
Betsy advised me to get on well with my mother-in-law but not to let her interfere into our life.
"
Betsy said to me: "
The clerk told me to try again the following month.
The clerk said: "
"
Dad told us not to enter the kitchen because the floor was wet.
"
Dad told us: "
Franny reminded Peter not to be late for dinner or he would be hungry.
Franny said to Peter: "
_
_."
Owen begged his sister not to turn off the TV because he wanted to see the result of the match.
Owen to his sister: "
"
The teacher ordered the pupils to inform their parents about a special meeting the next day.
The teacher told the pupils: "
_
"
Old Mrs Hobbs requested the gardener to plant some tulips in her garden and not to throw
the daffodils.
Old Mrs Hobbs to the gardener: "
..
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5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
I O.
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REPORTED SPEECH: UNCOMMON REPORTING VERBS

I. Choose the suitable verb.
1. Why don't we go to the cinema?
He

aJ suggested going
cl thanked for going

to the cinema.

bl promised to go
dJ warned against going

2. Watch out! The bull looks dangerous.
They

the dangerous bull.

bl accused us of coming to
dl promised not to come

at denied going to
cl warned us against
3. Daddy, I'm going out with John.
Sue
at denied going out
cl confessed that she was going

with John.

bl apologized for going out
dl regretted going out

4. I won't put up with your bad behaviour, Tom.
Mum

.
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atdenied putting up with Tom's behaviour
bl promised to put up with Tom's behaviour
cl refused to put up with Tom's bevaviour
dl regretted putting up with Tom's behaviour
5. You said that you would slow down.
I
to slow down.
at promised
cl explain

bl accuse
dl advise

6. What a pity I didn't see the ceremony.
He
not seeing the ceremony.
at regretted
cl accused

bl denied
d/ advised

7. You are right. it was a mistake to get up so early.
Chris
at admitted getting up
bl begged getting up

©WIR

early was a mistake.

bl denied to get up
dl advised getting up
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8. Thank you very much indeed.
He
.

aJ refused
cl thanked

Susan.
bl promised
d/ explained

9. Robert, welcome to our ci ty!
The Lord Mayor

aJ explained
cl admitted

Robert.
b/thanked
dl greeted

10. Look, he is a thief!
The greengrocer

that man of being a thief.

aJ accused
cl advised

bl greeted
dl regretted

11. I will help you, Tom, for sure.

The teacher

to help Tom.

aJ promised
cl denied

bl suggested
dl regretted
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12. Stay with us until tomorrow, OK. ?
The uncle
on our staying with them for the night.

aJ admitted
cl explained

bl begged
dl insisted

13. Mummy, buy me that toy ,please, please.
her Mum to buy him a toy.
The kid
al advised
cl suggested

bl begged
d/ confessed

14. How about having a swim?
They

aJ suggested
c/wam

having a swim.
bl refused
dl accused

15. It's a pity we didn't meet the president.
They
not meeting the president.

aJ warned
cl promised
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bl regretted
dl accused
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16. I will commit suicide.
The madman

the police he would commit suicide.

aJ warned

bl advised
dl regretted

cl denied
17. Look out! Timber!
The foreman

the other workers against the falling tree.

aJ promised

bl suggested
dl warned

cl insisted

18. You'd better start learning for the exam, Roger.
The biology teacher
Roger to start learning for the exam.

aJ promised

bl suggested
dl denied

cl advised
19. I won't accept this banknote, sir.
The cashier

aJ refused

to accept the banknote.
bl denied
dl promised

cl accused
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20. I'll help you with your maths homework.
The student
to help the other classmate with the maths homework.

aJ advised
cl warned

bl promised
dl suggested

21. It's a pity we didn't know about the crime before.
The police inspector
not knowing about the crime before.

aJ regretted

bl denied
d/ begged

cl warned
22. Yes, I have robbed the bank, officer.
The criminal

aJ promised

robbing the bank.
bl accused
d/ insisted

cl admitted

23. We bought the set of tools because it was a bargain.
The mechanics
the set of tools because it had been a bargain.

aJ explain that they had bought
cl explained that they bought
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bl explained that they had bought
dl explained that they buy
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24. Let's go to the opera, shall we?
The boyfriend
going to the opera.
bl suggested they should dl suggested would

aJ suggested to
cl suggested
25. It's not true, I didn't do it deliberately.
He
it deliberately.

bl denied do it
dl denied would do it

aJ denied to do it
cl denied doing it

26. You did it! You are an arson'
The police officer
the man of setting the house on fire.
bl accused to
dl accused being

aJ accused
cl accused would
27. Mum, I've fallen in love with Hamish.
in love with Hamish.
Daughter

aJ confessed that she has fallen
cl confessed that she would fallen

bl confessed that she had fallen
dl confessed that she was fallen
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28. Could you go with us to the cinema? We've got the tickets.
Frank
Peter's going with him to the cinema.

aJ insisted to
cl insisted on

bl insisted would
dl insisted how

29. You should start with knowing the manual.
He
with knowing the manual.

aJ advised them to start
cl advised them start

bl advised them starting
dl advised to them to start

30. You'd better stop behaving like that!
The head teacher
the students to stop behaving like that.

aJ regretted
cl denied

bl promised
dl warned

31. Please, let me free, officer'
The thief
the police officer to let him free.

aJ promised
cl suggested
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bl begged
dl explained
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32. 1'm not going to take part in this event.
The famous sportsman
a/ denied
bl refused
cl accused

to take part in this sports event.
d/ warned

33. How about dancing now?
The boyfriend
dancing then.
a/ promised

bl suggested to

34. We wish we had been there.
They

cl suggested

dl refused

there.
bl regretted not being
dl regret not being

a/ regretted being
cl regretted to be

35. You cheated me, boy!
Father

him.

al accused his son of cheating
bl accused his son with cheating
cl accused his son to cheat him
dl accused his son by cheating
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36. Let's take this ride!
They
taking that ride.

bl refused
dl suggested

a/ explained
cl regretted
37. Thanks a million, JelTyl
Ebenezer
Jerry.

bl apologized
dl promised

a/ congratulated
cl thanked
38. I really am sorry for doing it, Tom.
She
doing it.
a/ apologized Tom for
cl apologized to Tom with

bl apologized to Tom for
dl apologized to Tom about

39. I won't tolerate it any longer!
He
tolerate it any longer.
a/ threatened not to
cl adm itted not to
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bl advised not to
dl denied
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40. Yes, we take your offer.
They
at agreed take
bl agreed to take
41. This iron doesn't work, I'm afraid.
The customer
at accepted
bl complained
42. Top of the morning to you!
He
at greeted
bl denied

their offerl
cl agreed taking

dl admitted to take

that the iron didn't work.
cl advised
d/ accused

top of the morning to his aunt.
cl agreed
dl wished

43. At last I got a driving licence'
She
with delight that she had a driving licence.
at exclaimed
bl apologized
cl accused
d/offered
44. It was an excellent rally, Ebenezer.
I
my friend on the excellent rally.
at promised
bl complained
cl admitted

dl congratulated

45. You must try the delicious mushroom salad.
The host
on our trying the delicious salad.
at insisted
bl threatened
cl asked
dl suggested
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46. I won't pay them for the strike!
The owner
at denied
bl regretted

to pay his employees for the strike.
cl refused
dl demanded

47. Professor Brown, this is Mr Smith.
The announcer
at promised
b/offered

the guest to Professor Brown.
cl introduced
d/ warned

48. Don't forget to plug the machine out!
The owner
the workers that they should plug it out.
at reminded
bl apologized
cl asked
dl accepted
49. Let's go down this path.
The tour guide
at advised
bl told

going down that path.
cl suggested

dl reminded

so.

You could help him, Tom.
The teacher
at congratulated
bl regretted
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that Tom could help his classmate.
cl remarked
d/offered
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MODAL VERBS AND OTHER FORMS FOR PERMISSION, ABILITY, POSSIBILITY
CAN/COULD/BE ABLE/MANAGE/MAY/MIGHT/BE ALLOWED

1. Translate the verbs in brackets into English:
':':./umiecl play the piano.

1.

I would like to

2.

Please, come and help me! I

3.

She was swimming really fast and

4.

Keep this coin with you, one day it

5.

When visiting Grenada in Spain, you

6.

Do you think you

7.

I

8.

It

9.

He

Im6g1byl come, but I would be surprised.

10.

..

/czy m6g1bysl show me the way to the railway station?

11.

you

/nigdy nie mog«1 understand Maths!
:

Izdolalal win the race.

Imozel be worth a fortune.
ImozeszJ take a tour of the Alhambra Palace.
Im6g1bySl bring this new CD with you?

Inie b«d« m6gll walk with this broken leg forat least six weeks.

Inie mozel be true.

Im6g1bys/'pay a little more attention to your

appearance. lexpressing dissatisfaction or reproach!
12.

Inie b«dzie nam wolnol to enter the temple

I'm afraid we
in our swimming costumes.
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/bC(dzie m6gll1ive forever one day?

13.

Will Man

14.

How long

15.

When my grandfather was young he

lumieszJ to drive?

/umiall climb the trees better than any other boy

in the village.

16.

you

/nie mozesz! take

photographs inside the museum.

Imozel be late home tonight. She's got a lot of work in the office.

17.

Sally

18.

The new alarm system is so good that the burglars

..

.................... .fnie zdolalil enter the bank by the front door.
19.

Our baby

20.

What
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Ib«dzie umialol stand in a few weeks.

Imoze byCl the result of the new tax?
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CAN/COULD/BE ABLE/MANAGE/MAY/MIGHT/BE ALLOWED

n. Choose the correct form.
I. That Englishman was speaking so fast that I

to understand him.

AI couldn't

Cl didn't manage

BI not be able to

DI didn't allow

2. I would like

ride a motorbike.

AI to can

Cl being able to

BI to be able to

DI to could

to invite a few people to the party?

3. /czy bedziesz m6g1
AI will you

Cl will you allow

BI can you

DI will you be able

4. I'm sure John is home at this hour. He

working'so long.

AI can't be

Cl couldn't

BI can't

DI can't have

5. We Inie bedziemy mogli!

to come to the party on Tuesday.
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AI can't

Cl won't be able

BI will not

DI won't be allowed

6. You

go there at all' I don't agree.
AI can

Cl are able to

BI can't

DI are allowed to

7. She

be outside. IIt is possible.!
AI is able to

Cl could

BI is allowed to

DI might

find a better job?

8. /czyz nie m6gl!
AI He couldn't

Cl Didn't he manage

BI Couldn't he

DI Wasn't he allowed to

9. Please, wait a moment. I'll
AI can

Cl be able to

BI might

DI be allowed to

10. The door was locked so I
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help you a bit later.

go inside.

AI can't

Cl wasn't able to

BI haven't been able to

DI will be able to
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MODAL VERBS AND OTHER FORMS FOR PERMISSION, ABILITY, POSSIBILITY
CAN/COULD/BE ABLE/MANAGE/MAY/MIGHT/BE ALLOWED

11.

AI can
Cl is able
SI might
DI has been able
12. My daughter

take the driving test last year. She was too young.

N can't

Cl didn't manage

BI couldn't

DI wasn't allowed

13. The people from the rear seats

hear you very well. Please, speak up.

N are able to

Cl can't

BI can

DI aren't able
~

14. It was a very tricky question but Paul
AI could

Cl was able

BI couldn't

DI managed to

answer it at last.
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15. When our children grow up, we

enjoy some peace and quiet.

AI could

Cl might

BI will be able to

DI will be allowed to

Ill. Rewrite the following sentences in such a way so that they have a similar
meaning to the first. Use the appropriate modal verbs.
I. You can't take those old books out of the library.

It isn't

.

2. Perhaps we will go to Mexico on holiday this year.
We

this year.

3. Samantha could finally find a new job only after looking for it for several months.
Samantha

to find

.

4. I'm sure Wilkins isn't the thief.
Wilkins

the thief.

5. Is it possible that I ask you a personal question?
.................... ,

a personal question?

6. Peter's parents didn't let him play out with Jonathan.
Peter wasn't
©WIR

with Jonathan.
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CAN/COULD/BE ABLE/MANAGE/MAY/MIGHT/BE ALLOWED

7. Margaret still hasn't made up her mind whether to study medicine or not.
Margaret

decide whether

:':

.

8. It is possible that she is hurt about what they said yesterday.
She......................................

9. You won 'tlose weight because you eat

100

about what they said yesterday.

much sweets.

You

.

................................. if you ate less sweets.
10. The boss didn't let Mary use the fax machine.
Mary wasn't

the fax machine.

IV. Use the word in bold to complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first. Do not change the word given.
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1. I don't visit my grandparents very often because they live in Gda sk.

more
I

often if they didn't live in Gda sk.

2. I didn't have the printer fixed so I couldn't prepare the documents.
able
If I had had the printer fixed, I

to prepare the documents.

3. Smoking isn't forbidden in Indian cinemas.
allowed
People

in Indian cinemas.

4. I think Belinda is possibly a lost member of the royal family.

may
Belinda

of the royal family.

5. The doctor was doing his best to stop the dangerous bleeding and he finally succeeded.

managed
The doctor finally
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MODAL VERBS 11

OBLIGATION / NECESSIN / PROHIBITION

1. Translate the verbs in brackets into English.
Ib,<d,< musiall go to Cracow.

I. If he doesn't phone me till Sunday, I

2. I'm sure you

Inie mrrsialeSl eat all my cake.

3. Children

Inie wolnol play with matches.

4. I really think you

:

IpowinieneSl stop smoking.

5. How long

Imusielisciel wait for Bob?

6. I'm sure it

Imusil be somewhere in this room.

7. Drivers

Ipowinni/ to go slowly here - it's a built-up area.

8. Pianist to pupil: you

Imusisz/ practice at least two hours a day.

Imusz,<1 practice two hours a day. My teacher told me so.

9. Pupil to musical friend:

JO. You

Inie powinienesl open any letters that aren't addressed to you.

n. Circle the correct form.
I. "Do not walk on the grass" - said the notice. It means you /needn '/1 l1Ius/n '1/ do it.

2. I was glad that I Ididn '/ have /01 /Ilus/n '1/ stay there any longer.
3. What time Iwill! shall! I be back home?
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4. Have I spelt it correctly? Or Iwouldl shouldl there be another "e"?

5. There's some milk in the fridge, you 1l1Ius/n '/1 needn '1/ buy it today.

6. Small children Ishouldn'll ough/n'll to be left alone in the house. They might set themselves
on fire.
7. You Idon'/needn'/I don 'I have 101 turn on central heating. It's still warm.
8. "Will you 1l1Ius/1 have 101 sell your motorbike?"

''I'm afraid so."

9. What are you doing up so late? You Ishouldl oughll be in bed now.
10. You Idon'l have /01 l1Iusln'/1 do that again! It was very naughty!

III. Use the word in bold to complete the second sentence so that it has a similar
meaning to the first. Do not change the word given.
I. It isn't necessary to write the text in capital letters.

Ihavel

You don't

.

2. Keeping pets in this building is forbidden.
You

in this building.

3. Is it necessary for you to leave so early?
Do
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Imustl

/havel
so early?
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MODAL VERBS II

OBLIGATION / NECESSIN / PROHIBITION

4. Sit down. I'm sure you're very tired.

ImusU

__ ..

Sit down. You
5. Chewing gum is not allowed during lessons.

ImusU

Students

_

_.. during lessons.

6. He is on holiday so he doesn't get up early.

IneedJ

He

as he is on holiday.

!havel

7. Students are not expected to wear uniforms.
Students

uniforms.

8. It is beller for you to start learning a foreign language.

loughU

you

a foreign language.

9. You don't have to repeat the same thing over and over again.
you

_

Ineectl

over and over again.

10. Do you want me to do the shopping for you?

Ishalll

................................................................. the shopping for you?
11. It's a good idea to have a health insurance when you go on holiday.

Igetl
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you

before you go on holiday.

12. British passport holders no longer need a visa to visit the USA.
British passport holders

!havel

a visa to visit the USA any more.

13. I'm sure that advert for chewing gum has an enormous budget.
That advert

ImusU

an enormous budget.

14. It is essential for Mr Sims to have an operation immediately.
Mr Sims

ImusU

immediately.

15. It would be advisably for me t6 go to the gym more often.
I

_

loughU

_......................... to the gym more often.

IV. Choose the correct form.
I. Liz

get tired of her job. It's so boring.

N has to
BI must

2. you

Cl should
DI ought to
do it. I've already done it.

Cl ought not
DI haven't to

AI must not
BI need not

3. You look tired. you
AI are to
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Cl need

go to bed.

B/ought

DI should
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MODAL VERBS 11

OBLIGATION / NECESSIN / PROHIBITION

4. If he wants to get this job he

speak German fluently.

N have to
BI can

Cl ought to
01 need to

5. lack

go to hospital yesterday.

Nmust

Cl need
01 should

BI had to
6

we stay or leave?

Cl Shall
01 Must

NWill
BI Would
7. lanet looks so tired. She

be working days and nights.

AI must
BI should

Cl needs
01 ought to

8. If I don't find Frank's book I

buy same one at a bookshop.

Cl will have to
01 would have to

AI must
BI will need
9. I had so much luggage that I

take a taxi.
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AI have
BI must

Cl should
01 had to

to

10. You ....... park here or you'll pay a fine. There's a "NO PARKING" sign.

A! don't have to
BI mustn't

Cl must
01 should

I J. Although I like spicy food, I think you ...... use less chilly when cooking.

AI need
BI mustn't

Cl shouldn't
01 should

12. I can stay in bed late tomorrow as I

N mustn't
BI don't have to

Cl needn't to
01 have to

13. To be healthy you
N should
BI must

14. you

AI needn't
BI don't need
15. Young people

A! not must
BI shouldn't
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work.

to eat lots offruit and vegetables.

Cl shall
01 ought
check grammar and spelling in computer. It is done automatically.

Cl not must
01 not have to
replace proper meals with junk food.

Cl ought to not
01 don't need
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PERFECT INFINITIVE WITH MODAL VERBS
1. Rewrite the following sentences in such a way so that they have a similar
meaning to the first ones.

I. It's possible that the robber hid his gun in a litter bin.

The robber

.

2. It wasn't necessary for him to apologise.
He

.

3. It was a bad idea to try to lift that heavy desk by myself.
I oughtn't

.

4. Perhaps he didn't realise what he had to do.
He may

.

5. She met John when she went to Spain for her holiday last year.
She wouldn't

if she hadn't gone to Spain last year.
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6. She washed her woollen sweater in hot
water and it shrank. It was so silly of her.
She

.

............................................... in hot water.

7. Sara knows about our secret but we've told Ben only.
Ben must

.

8. Why didn't you tell me you wanted to come?
You should

.

9. Mary was told to finish the job but she didn't.
Mary was

_

10. Why didn't you buy cheaper flowers? lIt wasn't necessary to buy such expensive ones.!
You needn't

.

I!. The arrangement was for the building to be ready by now but it isn't.
The building was

.

12. It was your secretary's duty to remind you about it.
Your secretary
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.
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13. This hotel was almost ceI1ainly built before 1800.
This hotel must

.

14. It is possible that you left your umbrella on the bus.

You may

:

.

IS. Perhaps he didn't know that you were waiting for him.
He

.

16. It wasn't necessary for you to make all that noise when you came in.
You

.

17. Why didn't you let me know that you needed help?
You might

.

18. You could have left some of these chocolates for me.
you

all the chocolates.

19. I used a calculator so it's impossible I made a mistake with the bill.
I can't

.

20. I'm angry with Tom that he invited that terrible Paul. He spoilt our paI1Y.
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Tom

that terrible Paul who spoilt

21. It's a shame we didn't apologise to Marion for all that mess.
We should

.

22. You didn't have to pay at once. IBu' you did.!
You

.

23. I'm absolutely sure they didn't forget to phone him.
They couldn't

.

24. It was your duty to work all the time while I was out.
You should

.

25. I brought the salad to the garden paI1y. It was unnecessary because there was a lot of
food.
I

because there was a lot of food.

26. Perhaps she knew that you were working in that office.
She

that you were working

.

27. I'm sure I didn't see Robert. He was on holiday that time.
I couldn't
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because he was
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28. Derek and Anna certainly stopped here for shopping. I can see their car over there.
Derek and Anna

because there's their car over there.

29. It is highly possible that they reached the peak before us.
They could

.

30. There are no biscuits left. I am sure the children ate them.
The children

all the biscuits.

31. It's very bad of you! You gave him the wrong address deliberately.
You

the wrong address.

32. I saw you at Brenda's party last Saturday.
I didn't go to Brenda's party so you

me there.

33. Why didn't you ask me to lend you some money?
If you had

I would

'

some money.

34. The police are sure that Frank Smith didn't do it. He was in prison when the crime was
committed.
The police are sure Frank Smith

the crime
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because he was in prison that time.

35. I ate too much cheese-cake. I feel sick.
I

so much cheese-cake because I

.

36. Why didn't you write the essay? The teacher said to bring it by Friday.
The essay was

Why didn't you write it?

37. I'm surprised nobody told you the road was so dangerous.
Somebody

that the road was

.

38. I didn't know that you were thirsty and I didn't give you a drink.
If I had

,
adrink.

I

39. They lived in India for three years so they saw elephants for sure.
because they li ved

They must

.

40. I was waiting for her for two hours but she didn't come. I've only wasted my time.
I needn't

.

41. It's your fault you were late! Why didn't you leave the house earlier?
you

the house earlier. Then you wouldn't

........................................ late.
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42. I don't believe the baby could walk this distance on foot!
The baby

this distance on foot. I don't believe this .
•
43. Why did you accept the job if the salary was so low?
You shouldn't

with such a low salary.

44. I'm sure he was ill last month. He looks so pale and thin.
He must

.

45. We rang the bell although she had the keys.
We

because she had the keys.

46. You got into trouble because you didn't follow my advice.
If you

my advice, you

.

into trouble.
47. [t was very silly of you to lend the money to someone you hardly knew.
You shouldn't

.

48. There were no more robberies in the area so I'm sure the police have caught the robbers.
The robbers

by the police because there
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were no more

.

49. There wasn't the right sign there and so the accident happened.
If there

the right sign there, the accident

50. Why did you take a taxi? I could have dropped you./You did something unnecessary.!
You
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a taxi because I
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VERB PATTERNS: VERB + GERUND / VERB+ INFINITIVE
1. Choose the right verb pattern.
1. Keep on
aJ do

like this, Peter.
bl doing
cl to do

2. I don't mind
here.
aJ wait
bl waiting

3. They suggested
aJ having

cl to wait

a rest.
cl to have

bl have

4. He refused

aJ to do

that job.
cl do

bl doing

5. They can't stand
aJ to laugh
b/laughing

6. The car
aJ seemed being

dl done

dl waited

dl had

dl done

.
cl laugh

good but it broke down.
bl seemed to be
cl seemed be

dllaughed

dl seemed was

7. My parents
. their oldest son.
aJ are looking forward to visit
bl are looking forward visit
cl are looking forward to visiting
dl are looking forward visiting
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8. What would you like
aJ to drink
bl drink

9. How will we manage
aJ to get
bl get

10. He hated

to the top?
cl getting

dl drinks

dl got

aJ drinking

apple juice.
bl drink

cl to drink

dI drunk

I I. She prefers
aJ do

it by herself.
bl doing

cl to do

dI done

12. The joke
aJ made me to laugh
cl made me laughing

.
bl made me laugh
dI made me laughed

13. The teacher
aJ encouraged the students working
cl encouraged the students to work
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?
cl drink

harder.
bl encouraged the students work
dl encouraged the students worked
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VERB PATIERNS : VERB + GERUND / VERB+ INFINITlVE
14. He adores
al hitchhiking
hi to hitchhike
cl hitchhike
dl hitchhiked

15. The head teacher
aJ let them go out
bl let them going out
cl let them went out
dl let them to go out
16. We hope
aJ to start

,"

:O~
,

,

.

right after the break.

bl starting

work at seven o'clock
cl start
dl started

17. The president expected the nation
for him.
aJ vote
bl voting
cl to vote

d/ would vote
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18. The engineer
aJ wanted to mend
cl wanted mend
19. They
aJ agreed to finish

it as quickly as possible.
bl wanted mending
d/ wanted mended

the war.
bl agreed finishing

dl agreed finished

20. The kids
aJ enjoyed dancing

dancing at the party.
bl enjoyed to dance cl enjoyed dance

dl enjoyed danced

21. The student
aJ learnt use

the computer.
bl learnt using

cl learnt to use

d/ learnt used

22. The country
aJ needs to have

a brave leader.
bl need have

cl needs having

d/ needs had

23. The pupil
aJ forgot to take

the workbook.
bl forgot taking

cl forgot take

dl forgot taken

24. The shopkeeper
aJ offered to deliver
bl offered to delivered
cl offered delivering
dl offered deliver
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cl agreed finish

the goods to their flat.
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VERB PATIERNS: VERB + GERUND / VERB+ INFINITIVE
25. We
start that job early.
a} expected start
bl expected starting
cl expected to start
dl expected started
26. They
a} finished washing

the car.
bl finish wash

cl finish to wash

27. The tourists
chose to go

along that path.
bl choose going

cl chose go

a}

28. The inhabitants
a} decided not to pay
bl decided not paying
cl decided paid
dldecided pay

dl finished washed

dl chose went

the tax.

29. The chain-smokers
last week.
gave up smoke
bl gave up smoking cl gave up to smoke dl gave up smoked

a}

30. Do you
a} fancy going

to the theatre?
bl fancy to go
cl fancy went

dl fancy go
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31. The manager
is planning to cut
cl is planning cutting

the expenses.
bl is planning cut
dl is planning cutted

a}

32. The car miraculously
a tree.
a} avoided to hit
bl avoided hitting
33. They
his car.
a} threaten to destroy
cl threaten destroying

cl avoided hit

dl avoided hitted

bl threaten destroy
dl threaten destroyed

34. The burglar
a} tried to climb

through the front window.
hI tried climbing
cl tried climb

dl tried climbed

35. The students
a} failed to write

the essay on time.
hI failed write
cl failed writing

dl fai led wrote

36. They
with us longer.
a} will consider stay
bl will consider staying
cl will consider stayed
dl will consider to
37. They
to Europe.
a} delayed to travel
bl delayed travel
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cl delayed travelling dl delayed travelled
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38. They
the money.
a! regretted to steal
bl regretted steal
dl regretted stole
cl regretted stealing
39. I can't afford
a! to buy
bl buying

40. They
a! deserve to have
cl deserve having

a new car.
cl buy

d/ will buy

have a sports car
bl deserve have
dl deserve had

for me.
41. He
a! promised to wait
cl promised wait

bl promised waiting
d/ promised wai ted

42. The policeman

it.

He
a newspaper.
a! pretended reading
bl pretended to read
cl pretended read
dl would read
43. The deputee
a! suggested to discuss
cl suggested discuss

the problem.
bl suggested discussing
dl suggested discussed
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44. I can't
a! imagine flying

bl imagine to fly

45. They would like ......... a snack now.
a! having
bl have

cl to have

dl imagined flying

d/ had

46. My neighbour
a! forgot to close

the garage yesterday.
bl forgot closing
cl forgot close

dl forgot closed

47. I'm thinking of
a! buying

a house.
bl buy

cl to buy

d/ as to buy

cl to being

dl be

48. The machine appears
a! being
bl to be
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a plane.
cl imagine fly

broken.

49. He ought
a! to get

down to work.
bl got

cl getting

dl to getting

50. They had to
a! make

it up.
bl making

cl to make

d/made
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VERB PATIERNS: VERB + OBJECT + VERB MAKE/LET + OBJECT + (BARE) INFINITIVE

1. Choose the right verb form.
I. I advised him
a! to wait
bl waiting

cl wait

2. You are not allowed
a! smoking
bl to smoke

in this room.
cl smoke
dI would smoke

3. Don't ask me
a! lending
b/lent

cl to lend

4. The kid
a! begged mum to buy
cl begged mum buy

here.
dl waited

you more money.
dl to lent

a new pram.
bl begged mum buying
dl begged mum bought

5. The teacher
a! encouraged us to take
cl encouraged us take
6. Dad
a! expected uncle to come
cl expected uncle came

part in the competition.
bl encouraged us taking
dl encouraged us taken
today.
bl expected uncle coming
dl expected uncle come
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7. Will you
a! help me doing
cl help me done
8. You don't
a! need getti ng

the homework?
bl help me do
dl help me to do

up so early.
bl need to get
cl need got

9. Peter
A invited me to come
cl invited me coming

on Saturday.
bl invited me come
dl invited me came

10. It made
a! him laugh

bl him laughing

.
cl he laugh

dl he laughing

11. 1'm not going to
a! let her to go

to the disco.
b/let her going
cllet her go

dllet her gone

12. Your story reminds
a! me go
bl me going

to the garage.
cl me gone

13. The commander ordered
a! them to dig
bl them digging
14. They
a! told them not to dri ven
cl told them drive
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dl need get

dl me to go

in the ground.
cl them dig
dl them dug

there.
b/told them driving
dl told them to drive
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15. He
aJ warned them not to
cl warned them ride
16. The guests
aJ would like to have
cl would like have
17. Susan
aJ would love to
cl would love at

ride this way.
bl warned them not riding
dl warned them riden
a cup of tea.
bl would like having
dl would like had

ride a scooter.

18. 1'd prefer
aJ buying

bl would love by
d/ would love on

something cheap.
bl buy
cl to buy

19. The customers
aJ would hate to stand
cl would hate stand
20. The driver
aJ stopped driving
cl stopped dri ve

MAKE/LET + OBJECT + (BARE) INFINITIVE

dl bought

in a queue.
bl would hate standing
dl would hated
his car and got out.
bl stop to drive
dl stopped drove
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21. I remember
aJ locked

the door. We are safe.
bl to lock
cl lock

22. We
this camera.
aJ persuaded them to buy
cl persuaded them bought
23. He was
aJ taught to mend

bl persuaded them buy
dl persuaded them buying

cars.
bl taught mend

cl taught mend

24. The host recommended
aJ stay
bl staying

at his hotel.
cl to stay

25. I would recommend anybody
aJ stay
bl staying
26. They won't force us
aJ to do it
bl do it
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dl locking

d/ taught mended

d/ stayed

at this hotel.
cl to stay

d/ stayed

cl doing it

d/ done it

.

27. She was pennitted
long.
aJ stay out
bl to stay out
cl stayed

dl staying

28. He made her
aJ cry

dl cried

.
bl crying

cl cryed
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MAKE/LET + OBJECT + (BARE) INFINITIVE

29. Who will let him
?
aJ to work
bl working

30. The director
aJ got the actors to
cl got the actors at

cl work

dl worked

act properly.
bl got the actors
dl got the actors by

3 J. I felt a spider

my leg.

al will climb
bl climbed
cl to climb
dl climbing

32. I really forgot
aJ to write

the essay.
cl wrote

bl writing

33. He doesn't want him
aJ smoke
bl to smoke

dl write

now.
cl smoking
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34. The manager would like the staff
aJ work
bl worki ng

35. We
aJ saw them opened
cl saw them will open
36. I heard him
aJ running

better.

cl worked

dl to work

the door.

bl saw them open
dl saw them would open
down the stairs.
bl ran
cl will run

dI will ran

37. They watched me
the door.
aJ clean
bl cleaned
cl will cleaned

dI would clean

38. That fact enabled him
aJ to sell
bl selling

dl solded

39. He wished them

aJ being
40. I made it
aJ to look
41. I believe Pat
aJ be
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dl smoked

the car.
cl sell
on time.

bl to be

cl was

dl be

nice.
bllooking

cl look

dl will looked

strong.
bl being

cl to be
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VERB PATIERNS: VERB + OBJECT + VERB

42. He noticed them
the street.
af to cross
bl crossed
43. The manager expects me
af to come
bl coming

MAKE/LET + OBJECT + (BARE) INFINITIVE

cl crossing

dI would crossed

before noon.
cl come

dI will come

44. They are known
good friends.
af to make
bl making
cl made

dl would make

45. She told me
af go

cl to go

dI went

.
cl giving up

dl will give up

out.
bl going

46. The police made the thief
afgive up
bl to give up
47. We found him
af to be

bl be

extraordinarily skillfuI.
cl being
dI was

48. Youngsters are not allowed
af smoke
bl to smoke

cl smoking

.
d/smoked

49. They taught them
af to swim
bl swimming

.
cl swim

d/swam

50. He was forbidden
af to drop
bl dropped

litter here.
cl dropping

dl won't drop
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PAST SUBJUNCTIVE - UNREAL PAST FORMS
WISH/IF ONLY/ WOULD RATHER/SOONER/ AS IF/ AS THOUGH/ IT'S TIME/ -

1. Put the verbs in brackets into the appropriate form of the Past.subjunctive.
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1.

My dog has been stolen! If only I _

Inot leave! him

in front of the shop.

2.

I'd rather you

Inot takel my things without asking.

3.

What I don't like about Stephanie is that she behaves as if she

/bel

a pnncess.
4.

Why don't you look for a job? It's high time you

5.

I'd sooner we

Istartl earning your living.

Ileavel earlier and

Icatchl the 10.20

to Birmingham.
6.

I'm terribly poor at computers. I wish I

Icanl manage better by myself.

7.

Now I know Marion really loved me that time. If only we

.

........... Inot break upl five years ago.

8.

Suppose, they

9.

If he

lask! you to go back today, what would you do?
Icomel on time, he wouldn't have missed the flight.

10. I'd rather you

leat!less crisps - the doctor forbade you this.

11. Good heavens' I've lost! I wish [

.Inot bet! all my money on horse-racing.

12. Look at yourself! It's time you

Ihavel your hair cut'

13. Bill and Amy spent all their holidays in their cottage but he talks about Rome as though they
................................................... Ibel there themselves.
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14. My mother and I had a row yesterday. I wish I

/not bel so rude to her.

15. I'd rather you

/not repeat/ what I've just told you.

16. He orders me as if I

/be/ his wife. /but I'm not/
/startJ now, we would be on time. /but we can't start now/

17. If we
18. She'd rather we

/stay/ till tomorrow.

19. I don't know what to do! I wish my brother

/bel here.

20. Oh dear, it's getting late! It's time we

!finish/ the game.

n. Use the word in bold to complete the second sentence so that is has a similar
meaning to the first. Do not change the word given:
I.

What a pity we didn't see any wildlife on our trip.
If

2.

,.,

/only/

,

wildlife on our trip.

I think it's better for the children to stay inside in bad weather.
I

",.,

",

,

"

,

/rather/
,.. ,

inside in bad weather.
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3,

The car is dirty. It needs cleaning.
It's time

4.

,

""

",

,

I regret not listening to the park ranger's advice.
I

5.

!we/

,

"

/wishl

,

the park ranger's advice.

He got fired because he was late for work again.

!had!

If only he
6.

for work, he wouldn't have been fired.

You should definitely give up smoking.

/were/

If I

7.

give up smoking.

I would love to travel round the world but I haven't got the money.
If

8.

/afford/

to travel round the world.

"Shall I give you a cheque?"
I'd rather .. ,

9.

"Well, I prefer cash."

,

/paid/

.

He looks familiar.
He looks as if

/before/

,

,

la. Don't walk so fast. I can't keep up with you.
I

,

,.. ,

,

.
/wish/

so fast, I can't keep up with you.

1 l. You need to go to bed now.

/high/

It's
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Iwerel

12. I really think you should take some days off.
If I

':'

.

soonerl

13. I would prefer you to go by air.

I'd

:

by air.
las ifI

14. He walks in a strange way. Maybe he's drunk.
He walks

drunk.

Iratherl

15. Don't take the jacket off, it's cold.

I'd

it's cold.

Isupposel

16. What would you do if you were made redundant?

................................................................................. what would you do?
Iwishl

17. Biting nails is a nasty habit. Stop doing this!

I

-

18. He's had the accident because he wasn't careful.

If he

, he

biting your nails!

Ibeenl
the accident.
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19. I can't come because I haven't got enough money for the ticket.
I wish

for the ticket and I

20. He doesn't play so well but he behaves as a sports star.

He behaves

/hadl couldl

come.

las thoughl
a sports star.

Ill. Choose the correct form.
I. If he .......... the map, he wouldn't have crashed the car.
AI hasn't been reading
BI wasn't reading

Cl hadn't been reading
DI didn't read

2. I wish I
AI went
BI had gone

to see that play. Ibut I didn't!
Cl have gone
DI go

3. I wish we
AI went
BI had gone

somewhere tonight but I'm so busy.
Cl have gone
DI go

4. Mother: "Gloria, I'd rather you
AI hadn't come back
BI haven't come back
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S. If only Tom
AI doesn't smoke
BI isn't smoking

so much! /but he doesl
Cl didn't smoke
DI hadn't smoked

6. They wasted money as if they
AI are
BI have been

millionaires. lin fact they weren't!
Cl had been
DI be

7. You are 27 years old so it's high time you
AI took
BI have taken
8. If we

responsibility for your deeds.
Cl had taken
DI take

to finish this project by Friday, we'd get a promotion. /but it's too latel
AI manage
Cl would manage
BI had managed
DI managed

9. John, I would really rather we
AI spend
BI spent

. more time sunbathing than buying souvenirs.
Cl had spent
DI have spent
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10. Suppose he
AI caught
BI catches
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Cl has caught
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UNIT 1
FIRST CONDITIONAL ......................................................................................................... l~
I. will have; 2. don't go; 3. have; 4. will be; 5. finds; 6. doesn't accept; 7. give; 8. don't improve;
9. isn't; 10. won't get; 11. don't do; 12. won't have; 13. will hold; 14. will assume; I~is; 16. will be;
17. succeeds; 18. doesn't get; 19. will bring; 20. won't make; 21. drop; 22. comes; 23. eat; 24. don't
protect; 25. will look; 26. buy; 27. will be able; 28. eat; 29. don't put; 30. gets; 3l. will hurt; 32.
continues; 33. plays; 34. doesn't care; 35. don't gel; 36. don't brush; 37. spends ;38. doesn't use;
39. doesn't write; 40. orders; 41. comes; 42. will tell; 43. provides; 44. am; 45. go; 46. won't be able;
47. will have to; 48. don't have; 49. won't start; 50. won't catch.

UNIT2
SECOND CONDITIONAL

.

....................................................3-4

I. didn't think; 2. wouldn't like; 3. got; 4. read; 5. planned; 6. would be; 7. wouldn't be; 8. knew; 9.

came; 10. would tell; 11. caught; 12. would you do; 13. heard; 14. hit; 15. would catch; 16. stopped;
17. had; 18. wouldn't feel; 19. were!was; 20. would look; 21 weren't/wasn't; 22. would be able;
23. would be; 24. would have; 25. would be; 26. would look; 27. had; 28. would be; 29. would slay;
30. talked; 31. were!was; 32. climbed; 33. would get; 34. would get; 35. would help; 36. would be
able; 37. would you buy; 38. would speak; 39. would buy; 40. didn't live; 41. used; 42. were!was; 43.
wouldn't refuse; 44. would break; 45. would have; 46. would go; 47. could;48. passed; 49. would
want; 50. met.

UNIT 3
THIRD CONDITIONAL

......5-6
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l. had seen; 2. would have helped; 3. would have bought; 4. would never have believed; 5. had
stayed; 6. wouldn't have crashed; 7. had had; 8. hadn't been; 9. wouldn't have collapsed; 10. hadn't
forgotten; Il. would have seen; 12. had rung; 13. would have told; 14. would have invited; 15. hadn't
passed; 16. had rained; 17. had been; 18. hadn't called; 19. would have come; 20. had received;
21. had felt; 22. would have gone; 23. would have got; 24. had listened; 25. wouldn't have lost;
26. would never have found; 27. had tried; 28. hadn't met; 29. wouldn't have been; 30. had shown;
3l. wouldn't have come; 32. had moved; 33. had bought; 34. hadn't left; 35. would have built;
36. hadn't fallen; 37. had heard; 38. hadn't helped; 39. had seen; 40. had bought; 41. had been;
42. had found; 43. hadn't committed; 44. had asked; 45. hadn't got stuck; 46. had lasted; 47. had
known; 48. wouldn't have been extinct; 49. had found; 50. hadn't bought.

UNIT 4
MIXED CONDITIONALS

................ 7-8

l. doesn't leave; 2. were; 3. would have made; 4. wouldn't be; 5. wouldn't have woken; 6. had had;
7. will be able; 8. call; 9. told; 10. wouldn't have had to pay; Il. hadn't been; 12. would help; 13. had
to; 14. don't tell; 15. told; 16. pass; 17. had known; 18. will be; 19. had had; 20. isn't; 21. promised;
22. calls; 23. knew; 24. will you do; 25. wouldn't have failed; 26. pay back; 27. hadn't stepped;
28. freezes; 29. will be; 30. knew; 31. wouldn't have got; 32. has; 33. would have seen; 34. won't be
able; 35. had; 36. would help; 37. had; 38. were!was; 39. wouldn't have broken; 40. would be;
4l. hadn't sent; 42. will tell; 43. had wom; 44. worked; 45. were!was; 46. would have danced; 47.
heat; 48. hadn't barked; 49. would retum; 50. would have jumped.

UNIT 5
REPORTED SPEECH STATEMENTS

.

...... 9-12

l. ... she would play cards after two days; 2....she had gone to bed early the previous night; 3.... me
I had to change that sentence into reported speech; 4....officer that was her first visit to England; 5.
.... he hoped to have time for reading the following week; 6.... I was the most beautiful girl he had
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ever seen; 7.... he was going to visit his parents the following month; 8. they couldn't come to the
party the following Saturday; 9.... her parents were fine and she really got on with them; 10.... she
couldn't come to my birthday party because she was going away for that weekend; 11. ... his friend
Gary had found a new job... ; 12
she had already written that paragraph ... ; 13.... he couldn't
he would not stop until that factory was shut d..wn; 15
he
continue to depend on his wife; 14
didn't think so; 16....she had bought herself a lovely ... ; 17.... all she saw was powder; 18 he
thought it was from America; 19.... they wanted to leave at once; 20 .... he didn't like his new flat;
21. ... he was sure he had seen him there the previous week; 22.... if she !<new the answer she would
tell me; 23
that the next day at five o'clock he would be sitting on
; 24
he would teach us
how ; 25
he didn't forget things that he liked; 26.... that before one month she had warned us to
if she gave him the money, he would help her; 28
he was outside the classroom
study ; 27
during the break but he had seen a group of his colleagues ... ; 29
she was sorry she hadn't told
he wasn't
anyone the truth until then; 30
no one had ever spoken to herlike that before; 31.
proud of what he had done; 32
she was fond of music and she didn't mind ... ; 33
their selling
figures were dropping ; 34. she couldn't find those documents but she was sure they were
somewhere there; 35
his parents had been
and it was their
that day; 36
Alison had
it was still
worked for that firm long before she had come there; 37 .... they had to phone Kate; 38
; 39 .ifhe hoped for promotion, he would have to be
than then;
early and I didn't have to
40.... she couldn't believe he was leaving her like that; 41 ..... if 1 didn't take any exercises, I
wouldn't be healthy; 42
she was afraid it was going to rain; 43 .... his hotel room wasn't very nice
and he would have to
; 44..... I had failed. There were too many mistak~s in my composition;
45
the girls she worked with had given her
for her birthday; 46
the clock she had bought
they were playing
she didn't like; 48
they had
there the previous day, didn't work; 47
been waiting for
and she hadn't come; 49
dressmaker that she would have to shorten that
dress for her; 50
he needed to be at work early that morning that's why he was in a hurry;
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UNIT6
REPORTED SPEECH (IF-QUESTIONS)

13- 16

I. He asked Peter if he lived in the country; 2. They inquired if 1 had seen the weird the day before;
3. She wanted to know if John would get there on time; 4. The policeman wondered if J didn't know
the traffic regulations; 5. The commander asked if his troops had enough ammunition; 6. The
babysitter inquired if she would have to feed the baby every two hours; 7. The head teacher
wondered if the students had liked the play the before; 8. The coach wanted to know if the boys could
do their best; 9. He asked if J was going to start work the next day; 10. They inquired if they had been
to America; I I. She wanted to know if he was staying with his family then; 12. Tom asked if Mary
would like a cup of tea; 13. The journalist required if Ken had seen the accident; 14. The residents
asked the mayor if he/she was going to have their roads repaired; 15. The little boy wondered if he
would be able to do that exercise; 16. The watchmaker asked if I had bought that Swiss watch at his
place; 17. Chris wanted to know if they had bought enough food for the party; 18. They asked me if I
was really being followed by the police; 19. The instructor wanted to know if I had ever worked with
groups from abroad; 20. The teacher asked if I would agree to help the students who had fallen
behind; 21. The actor asked if the knights would be fighting at that time the next day; 22. The ticket
inspector asked the boys if they had the tickets; 23. They inquired if they would have read the book
by the following month; 24. She wanted to know if I had been informed about the meeting the day
before; 25. He asked if 1 would mind hislhim smoking in there; 26. The assistant asked if I was
looking for something; 27. The pilot asked if they had prepared the runway for the flight; 28. They
wanted to know if the engineer came before breakfast; 29. asked me if she had to sweep the floor after
work; 30. wondered if the manager had been told about my absence; 31. if they were going to sell the
shares; 32. wanted to know whether they would go for a walk if the weather were/was fine; 33. asked
if 1 knew what they should do then; 34. asked if they should make the reservations; 35. asked if I had
had the symptoms for a long time; 36. wanted to know what the matter was; 37. asked the driver if he
would like unleaded petrol; 38. asked them to fasten their seat belts; 39. asked if he was to get back
by seven 0' clock; 40. wanted to know if they had been made redundant; 41. wondered if her son had
been at Tom's after school; 42. wanted to know if Kevin was going to be a lawyer; 43. asked Mr.
Brown if shelhe had to retype the letter; 44. asked Mike if everything was all right; 45. wondered if
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the kettle was boiling then; 46. asked if she had been able to swim since 1990; 47. wanted to know if
I had been waiting long; 48. if he had cleaned it well; 49. asked if I was investigating the pickpocket
by myself; 50. asked if I wasn't going to make a career in the tourist business.

UNIT 7
REPORTED SPEECH (WH-QUESTIONS)

.

...................... 17-20

i.asked Tom where he had been; 2. who had discovered America; 3. asked his dad where tea was
grown; 4. inquired why I had neglected my duties; 5. asked how many players I was going to
substitute; 6. asked me what I would do if I were/was a celebrity; 7. wondered what rise she could
expect; 8. asked the guide when they would get to the shore; 9. inquired where the nearest post office
was; 10. asked where Sarah lived; I I. inquired why the owner hadn't bought a new rake; 12. asked
me how long I would park there; 13. wanted to know who that woman was; 14. asked how much food
the lions had eaten the previous week; 15. inquired how long I had been back; 16. asked Mark where
he had been the previous week; 17. wondered what time I usually started my shift; 18. The pupil
asked what time there would be the break; 19. inquired if I could stop disturbing him; 20. asked why
that had been his fault; 21. asked me when I would sing the song with him; 22. inquired how much it
cost; 23. wanted to know how long Peter had had his sports car; 24. asked where they were going
then; 25. asked the kids why they hadn't done their homework; 26. asked what he was doing then;
27. asked when the conceIt would start; 28. asked who they had been travelling with the day before;
29. inquired what they had found in the room the previous week; 30. wanted to know where you
would be having a rest in two days' time; 31. asked what time we were going to finish it the next day;
32. inquired what kind of job I had given them the previous week; 33. asked how many questions I
had; 34. asked where he would go if he had the money; 35. wanted to know how long he had been
working in the same place; 36. asked who Mark had hitchhiked with the previous summer; 37. asked
loan why she was looking so sad that day; 38. inquired how long I had been driving that fast; 39.
asked the boss when they would be paid; 40. The seller wanted to know how I wanted to pay; 41.
asked how high interests they would have to pay; 42. asked when the fire engine was going to be
ready for action; 43. asked which things they had chosen; 44. asked the staff what time their guest
would arrive that day; 45. wondered how many goals they could score that week; 46. wanted to know
what time Peter had locked the door; 47. asked lane who she was going out with; 48. wanted to know
why they hadn't been allowed to park there; 49. asked how often she made apple pie; 50. asked when
their uncle was coming round.
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UNIT 8
REPORTED SPEECH (REQUESTS, ORDER)

.

................ .21-24

I I .... not to try to read her letters; 2.... to water her plants regularly while she was away; 3.... Chris to
drive carefully; 4
the children not to touch the art works; 5
me to give him some more information;
told the students to pick out the topic
by themselves; 8.... the babysitter not to
6.... to get out ... ; 7
her grandson not to remove that flower;
give Ann ...... she hated them; 9.... me to open the window; 10
11. ... the teacher to speak up, they couldn't hear him properly; 12
me to stop smoking; 13..... to be
quiet; 14..... us not to move; 15.....us not to pretend that we knew the answer; 16 ....the young man to keep
his room clean; 17.... Barbara not to tell Steve anything about her; 18.... Colonel Higgs to take 50 men with
him ... ; 19.....Brian not to smoke in her new .... ; 20.... me not to forget to bring back her books; 21. ... us
not to pay attention at him; 22.... Sara to help her daughter with English and she would be very grateful to
her; 23 ..... Billy to finish playing that stupid ... ; 24.... Miriam not to be late or she would be fired; 25 .... his
wife to go and see the doctor because she didn't look well; 26.... not to leave her alone; 27.... to be careful
her husband not to forget ...... , there was a timed change the
and not to drink water from that old well; 28
next day; 29 .... me to fry ... ; 30.... not to cry
she would help herto find her mummy; 31. ... Suzie to
to stay home for the following three days and take my
give him the money or he would tell her secret; 32
his servant to hurry up and not to waste his time;
medicine; 33 ..... To wait for him till he returned; 34
not to start without her even
5.... his ministers not to overuse his patience and to do their job properly; 36
if she was ..... ; 37.... to drive carefully, the roads were so slippery that day; 38
Freddie not to forget to
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pay the rent the following day; 39.... to have his lunch and not to open ... ; 40..... not to sell that bike yet, the
children were still using it;
11 I. ... : Don't leave the balcony open as there are burglars in the area." 2..... "Use another shampoo for
your hair." 3.... "Talk to your boss more firmly." 4...."Get on well with your mother-in-law but don't let her
interfere into your life." S. ... "Try again next month." 6..... "Don't enter the kitchen llecause the floor is
wet." 7...."Don't be late for dinner or you will be hungry." 8...."Please, please, don't turn off the TV, 1
want to see the result of the match." 9.... "Inform your parents about a special meeting tomorrow."
10.... "Please, plant some tulips in my garden and don't throw the daffodi.1s.'

UNIT9
REPORTED SPEECH (UNCOMMON REPORTING VERBS)

25-30

1.a!2.c/3.c / 4.c / S.a / 6.a l7.a / 8.c/9.d/ 10.a! J La! 12.d/ 13.b/ 14.a / I S.b/ 16.a! l7.d / 18.c 1l9.a!
20.b /21.a!22.c/ 23.b/24.c/ 2S.c/ 26.a / 27.b / 28.c /29.a /30.d/31.b/ 32. b / 33.c /34.b / 3S.a /36.d/
37.c /38.b /39.a /40.b/4I.b/42.d/ 43.a /44.d /4S.a /46.c /47.c /48.a /49.c/ SO.c.

UNIT 10
MODAL VERBS AND OTHER FORMS

.

.

31-34

1 I. be able; 2. can never/ am never able to; 3. managed; 4. may be; S. can/may; 6. could; 7. won't be
able to; 8. can't be; 9. could/might; 10. Could you; 11. might; 12. won't be allowed; 13. be able to;
14. have you been able to; IS. could; 16. can't/aren't allowed to; 17. may; 18. didn't manage to;
19. will be able to; 20. may be/can be;
11 1. C; 2. B; 3. 0; 4. A; S.C; 6. B; 7.0; 8. B; 9.C; 10. C; 11. 0; 12. B; 13. C; 14.0; IS. B;
III I.... allowed to take those old books out of the library; 2. may go to Mexico on holiday this year;
a new job only after looking for it for several months. 4.... can't be ... ; S. May I
3.... managed
couldn't
to study medicine or not;
ask you ; 6
allowed to play out ; 7
allowed to use
;
8
may/might be hurt
;9
would/could lose weight
; 10
would visit my grandparents more
;2
would have been able
;3
are
IV I.
; 4. may be the lost member
;S
managed to stop
;
allowed to smoke
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UNIT 11
MODAL VERBS 1I
................................................................................................ 35-37
1 I. will have to; 2. didn't have to; 3. mustn't; 4. should; S. did you have to; 6. must; 7. ought;
8. must; 9. have to; 10. shouldn't/ oughtn'tto;
U I. mustn't; 2. didn't have to; 3. shall; 4. should; S. needn't; 6. oughtn't; 7. don't have to; 8. have to;
9. should; 10. mustn't;
UI I. have to write the text in capital letters; 2.... must not keep the pets ... ; 3.... you have to leave
... ; 4..... must be very tired; S. must not chew gum; 6. doesn't need to get up early
;
7...don't have to wear ; 8.... oughtto startleaming ....; 9....don't need to repeat/ needn't
repeat/the same thing
; 10. Shall I do ... ; 11. .... should/ ought to get a health insurance ....;
12
don't have to have/ don't need to have/ needn't have
; 13..... .for Chewing gum must
;
have ; 14..... must have an operation ... ; IS . .... ought to go
IV I. B; 2. B; 3. 0; 4. C; S. B; 6. C; 7. A; 8. C; 9. 0; 10. B; 11. 0; 12. B; 13.0; 14.A; IS. B;

UNIT 12
PERFECT INFINITIVE WITH MODAL VERBS

............ 38-41

I. .... may/might have hidden his gun in a littler bin; 2.... needn't have apologised; 3..... to have lifted
; 6.... shouldn't have washed
that heavy ....; 4. not have realised what he ....; S. ... have met John
have told me you wanted to
her woollen sweater ....; 7...... have told Sara about our secret; 8
come; 9..... to have finished the job (but she didn't); 10.... have bought such expensive flowers;
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11. ... to have been ready by now but it isn't; 12.....should have reminded you aeout it; 13..... have
have left your umbrella ; 15
might not have known that you
been built before 1800; 14
.... ; 16
needn't have madel shouldn't have made all that.. ; 17
have let me know that you
shouldn't have eaten ; 19
have made a mistake with the bill because I
;
needed help; 18
20
shouldn't have invited
our party; 21.
have apologised to Mary for alllhat mess;
22
needn't have paid at once; 23 .....have forgotten to phone him; 24
have worked all the time
....; 25
needn't have brought the salad to the garden pal1y
; 26
might!may have known
......... in that office; 27
have seen Robert
on holiday that tim.e; 28
must have stopped
here for shopping ..... ; 29
have reached the peak before us; 30
must have eaten .... ; 31. ..
shouldn't have given him
; 32...... couldn't have seen ... ; 33
asked me have lent you
;
34....... couldn't have committed the
; 35.... shouldn't have eaten
feel sick; 36
to
have been brought by Friday ......; 37
should have told you ..... so dangerous; 38...... known
that you were thirsty .....would have given you ......... ; 39..... have seen elephants .....in India for
three years; 40.....have waited for her!. ...have wasted my timel because she didn't come;
couldn't have walked
; 43
have
41.
should have left
have been
; 42
accepted the job ....; 44
have been ill last month. He looks so pale and thin.; 45
needn't have
rung the bell
; 46
had followed
wouldn't have got
; 47
have left the money to
someone you hardly knew; 48 ...... must have been caught ........ robberies in the area; 49 ...... had
been ....... wouldn't have happened; 50..... needn't have taken ....... could have dropped you.

UNIT 13
VERB PATTERNS I

.................... 42-45

1. b/2.b/3.a/4.a/5.b/6.bl7.c/8.a/9.a/I0.a/ll.b/12.b/13.c/14.a/IS.a/16.a/17.c/l8.al
19.a 120.a121.c./22.a 123.a 1 24.a 125.c 126.a 1 27. a 128.a 129.b I 30.a 131.a 132.b 133.a 134.a 1
35.a 136.b I 37.cl 38.c 139.a 140.a 141.a 142.b 143.b 144.a 145.c 146.a 147.a 148.b 149.a 150.a .
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UNIT 14
VERB PATTERNS 11

,., ., ,., .. " .. ,.. ,.. ,.. , , ,

, ,46-49

l.a/2.b/3.c/4.a/5.a/6.a/7.b/8.b/9.a/lO.a/l1.c/12.d/13.a/l4.d/15.a/16.a/17.a/lS.cl
19.a 120.b 121.d 122.a 123.a I 24.b 125.c I 26.a I 27.b. 128.a I 29.c I 30.a 131.d 132.a I 33.b I 34.d 1
35.b I 36.a 137.a 138.a 139.b 140.c 141.c 142.c 143.a 144.a 145.c 146.a 147.a 148.b I 49.a1 50.a.

UNIT 15
PAST SUBJUNCTIVE ".", '" ." ." ." '" ." ." ." ." '" "",. ,,' ,."

"'" ." .. " .", ." ." ." .50-53

I 1. hadn't left; 2. didn't take; 3. were; 4. started; 5. left! caught; 6. could; 7. hadn't broken up;
8. asked; 9. had come; 10. ate; 11. hadn't bet; 12. had; 13. had been; 14. hadn't been; 15. didn't
repeat; 16. were/was; 17. started; IS. stayed; 19. was; 20. finished;
11 1. ... only we had seen some ; 2... .'d rather children stayed ... ; 3
we cleaned our car;
had not been latel had been on time ; 6.... were you I would ... ;
4
wish we had listened ... ; 5
wish you
7
1 could afford it I would love ... ; 8 .... you paid cash; 9.... 1 had seen him before; 10
didn't walk ... ; 11. high time you went to bed; 12.... were you I'd take some days off; 13
sooner
as ifhe was drunk; 15..... rather you didn't take the jacket off ; 16. Suppose
you went by air; 14
you were made redundant ; 17.... 1 wish you stopped .... ; 18.... had been careful wouldn't have
could come; 20..... as though he played as ....;
got ... ; 19.... 1 had money
III 1. C; 2. B; 3. A; 4.0; 5. C; 6.C; 7.A; 8.0; 9.B; 10.A;
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